
 
2021 Transition Frequently Asked Questions 

 
Level Specific Questions 

 
Q. For those new to tournaments, can you please review the levels. 

A. You can use this pdf as a reference. It outlines the 7 levels of events, the recommended skill level, 
the ball color used at each level, and draw and scoring formats you could see across the country in 
2021.  
 

Q. Will the gender doubles and mixed doubles be separate weekends from the singles events? Also, 
will gender doubles and mixed take place on the same weekend? 

A. Yes, singles and doubles weekends will be different. We have designated the last weekend of 
every month as a doubles weekend. One weekend will be designated a gender doubles event and 
the next doubles weekend will be a mixed doubles weekend. You’ll also see Dominant Duo team 
events mixed in. 

 
Q. Who completes the draws for the L3 and L4 events, who completes the draws for the L7-L5 
events? 

A. The USTANE office will continue to complete the draws for the L3 and L4 events while 
Tournament Directors will continue to complete the draws of the L5-L7. 
 

Q. Which tournaments will be open and which will be closed in 2021? 
A. Level 3 - closed 
B. Level 4 -  four open and four closed 
C. Level 5-7 - all open 

 
Q. If L5's are only on the 2nd weekend of every month and L4 are on the 3rd weekend of every 
month (and presumably the L5's are qualifiers), doesn't that prohibit anyone who is ranked high 
enough in an L4 from ever playing in a L5? 

A. With so few Level 5 events, there will be no qualifiers into the L4 as we anticipate that players 
who play the Level 4 will also play the L5. However, there will be opportunities for Wild Cards 
into the L4 events.  
 

Q. If a player doesn’t qualify for an L4, will there be an opportunity to play an L5 on the 3rd 
weekend of the month? 

A. If a player doesn’t qualify for the L4 event, they could play a L5 event in another section. In New 
England, Level 5 events will only take place on the second weekend of the month.  
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https://www.usta.com/content/dam/usta/2020-pdfs/USTA-Junior-Tournaments-ranked-events-comparison.pdf


 
Q. For this year's L4, it is said 2 out of 3 full sets, but some L4 Tournament Directors replaced the 
3rd with a 10pt tiebreaker, is that something the player can ask to insist on 3 out of 3 full sets? 

A. In 2021, L4 events will be Feed In through the Round of 16. The main draw will be played as 2 
out of 3 full sets and all consolation will be played as 2 out of 3 sets with a 10 point tiebreaker. 
 

Q. What is meant by increasing to draws of 24?  Right now there can be draws up to 32 right? 
A. Right now, one L3 and all L4 events are limited to a draw of 16. Increasing the draw to 24 will 

allow more players an opportunity to participate in the event. Right now, L5 events are single 
elimination and there is no limit to the draw size. Starting on January 1st, L5 events will include a 
consolation and draw sizes will be 24 in the indoor season and 24+ in the outdoor season. In 
addition to increasing the draw to 24, we will reinstate Friday night matches for L5-L3 to 
accommodate more players.  
Note: This is subject to change due to COVID-19. 

 
Q. Will all sections have the same weekend formats? If a player goes to NY they would also play a 
L5 on the second weekend? 

A. Each section has outlined their own tournament calendar and will select which weekends fit best 
with their facilities. Here in New England we have completely revamped the tournament 
schedule. If you go to NY, you could play a Level 5 event on the first or last weekend of the 
month depending on their schedule. 
 

Q. What will be on weekend 1 of the month? 
A. Level 6 and Level 7 events. 

 
Q. Do all sections have the same number of each type of tournament? 

A. For the Level 3 and Level 4 events, yes. The number of Level 5 tournaments allocated to each 
section is based on strength of section, membership, and quota.  

 
Q. How will you seed L3 and L4 tournaments? 

A. To be determined. 
 

Q. A lot of L5 players will now be pushed to L6 and is that now points per match vs points per 
round? 

A. We’ll have two formats: a Round Robin option and a Feed In Through the Round of 16. The 
points will be determined by the event you enter.  
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Q. Are players allowed to play in other sections and have the points count? 

A. Yes, no matter what section you play a tournament in in 2021, it will count!  
Notes: 

a. BGs 12s a players best 6 singles results and best 6 doubles and/or mixed doubles results 
may include no more than 2 singles results and 2 doubles and/or mixed doubles results 
from out of section. 

b. BGs 14, 16, and 18 a players best 6 singles results and best 6 doubles and/or mixed 
doubles results may include no more than 3 singles results and 3 doubles and/or mixed 
doubles results from out of section. 

 
 

National Standing List and Selection: 
 
Q. From a ranking perspective what will count in terms of doubles? 

A. Method of calculation:  
a. 100% of the singles ranking points from a player's 6 best Junior Ranking Tournaments.  
b. 15% of the ranking points from a player’s best 6 doubles and/or mixed doubles Junior 

Ranking Tournaments played.  
c. Ranking points at the percentages listed above earned in an older age division tournament 

count toward a player’s standing in one or more younger age divisions provided that a 
Junior Ranking Tournament has been played in the divisions and they are among the 
players best 6 results.  

d. 20% of the Ranking Points earned in a younger age division tournament count towards a 
player’s standing in the next-older age division if they are among the players best 6 
results, regardless of whether a Junior Ranking Tournament has been played in that 
division.  

 
Q. How are players going to be selected for national tournaments L2 and L1. Is there going to be 
selection based on sections or is that gone? 

A. The selection process will go off of the National Standing List and then each section will still 
have a quota number.  

 
Q. Can you explain how you are using the National Standings and how you are using the Sectional 
Standing List?  

A. The USTA will publish a National Standing List for individual players in each junior division and 
will be published weekly. This list will be used for all tournaments levels that are open - L7-L5 
and the four open L4 events. The USTA New England office will also publish a New England list 
that is filtered from the National Standing List and will be used for selection into the New 
England closed events.  
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Q. Will you still post a New England ranking? 

A. Yes, we will post a New England ranking although the timing is still to be determined. This 
ranking will be filtered from the National Standing List.  
 

Q. Will the deadline to sign up for a tournament change? If so, if a player does not get selected in a 
section can they sign up in a different section? 

A. Yes, the registration deadline to sign up for a tournament will change. We have worked with 
other surrounding sections to develop consistent registration deadlines. This will be announced in 
the next few months. 

 
Q. Will this mean that a lot of kids who currently can play several weekends a month might not be 
able to play if they are relatively new to tournaments? 

A. Our plan is to have enough tournaments on the schedule so that players have opportunities to 
play.  

 
Miscellaneous 

 
Q. Will National Team Championships for example, Zone Teams exist? 

A. Yes, team events will still exist. Players love the team championships that are played throughout 
the summer. They may be revamped at some point but they will still exist.  

 
Q. Within the last few years USTA has changed tournament structure many times, should we 
expect changes each year? How does this align with development of players with these constant 
changes? 

A. At this point, National is confident in the structure that is being implemented and you should only 
see small tweaks in the coming year. The new structure aligns with the American Development 
Model and after many years of research, National is ready to step forward with this pathway.  

 
Q. What’s the link to the homepage? 

A. The link to the New England tournaments homepage can be found here. This webpage houses the 
New England Regulations, point tables, information on the 2021 transition, and past Junior 
Newsletter parents corner articles.  

B. The link to the Nationals tournament transition homepage can be found here. This webpage 
houses information on the top 10 things to know, navigating levels 1-7, and much more. 
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https://www.usta.com/en/home/play/youth-tennis/programs/newengland/junior-tournaments.html
https://www.usta.com/en/home/play/youth-tennis/programs/national/junior-competitive-structure-changes-2021.html
https://www.usta.com/en/home/play/youth-tennis/programs/newengland/junior-tournaments.html


 
Q. What is JTT? 

A. USTA Junior Team Tennis includes two separate and distinct program tracks:The “local” Junior 
Team Tennis track is designed to introduce kids to team competition in a setting that focuses on 
play opportunities, developing skills, and FUN. The three priorities of local JTT are to (1) make it 
easy to form teams, (2) increase play opportunities for every child, and (3) promote level based 
play.The National Championship Junior Team Tennis track is designed to allow advancement 
from local competition to District, Section and National championship events for the 14 and 
under and 18 and under Intermediate and Advanced divisions. The delivery of local play in this 
track can be designed to promote more play opportunities, developing skills and the FUN of 
playing with friends on a team. 

 
Q. What about kids whose training club doesn’t have JTT? 

A. Any player or facility interested in participating in JTT can contact Jon Kostek 
kostek@newengland.usta.com for information on JTT in their local area. 
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